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Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics in The Temple College, Phila- 
delphia, Pa. 

From statement of problem "axis vertical" should evidently read "axis 
horizontal. " 

Let y2 =2px be the parabola. But b2=2ph. 
.,. y2=b2x/h. Let p=pressure, m=moment, u'=unit weight of water. 
(1) dp=wy(h-x)dy, dm=wy2 (h-x)dy. 

f y2(h-x)dy f b2(hhy2/b2)dy 
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(2) The depth of an elementary strip length x is y. 
dp=wxydy, dmn-=wXy2dy. 

fxy2 dy J y4dy 

..y_ - b. 

i xydy J yidy 
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x2 (b-y)dx fhx2 (b- > x)dx fxs (/h-vx)dx 

x(b y)dx x (b- >/h)dx fx(v/h-V1x)dx 

126. Proposed by W. J. GREENSTREET. M. A., Editor of The Mathematical Gazette, Stroud, Gloucester- 
shire, England. 

AB is the horizontal base of a smooth cycloidal tube, vertex downward. A sphere 
is placed in the tube at A, and when it reaches the vertex another sphere of different mass 
is placed in the tube at B. When and where do they meet, and find their velocity imme- 
diately after collision, the spheres being partially elastic ? 

Solution by G. B. M. Z1RR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, Philadel- 
phia, Pa. 

Let a be the radius of the generating circle, e the coefficient of restitution. 
rm=mass of first sphere, ml=mass of second sphere. It has been demonstrated 
that the first sphere will reach the vertex in the time, t=7r1/(a/g), with a veloc- 
ity, v-2v (ag). 
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To descend half the vertical height it requires Jr 1/(a/g) seconds. 
The spheres meet at a vertical distance equal to the radius of the gen- 

erating circle above the vertex, Jr ,/(a/g) seconds after the second sphere 
is placed in the tube. 

At the moment of impact both spheres have a velocity-=j/(2ag). Let v1, 
v' be the velocity of the first and second spheres after impact. Then for direct 
impact v,-v'e[II/(2ag)- 1/(2ag)]=O. 

v. =v', also V(2ag)(m A mrn )zmv + m1v'. 
VI' v'=j,l(2ag). 

AVERAGE AND PROBABILITY. 

107. Proposed by LON C. WALKER. A. M., Professor of Mathematics, Petaluma High School. Petaluma. Cal. 

Two points are taken at random in the curved surface of a hemisphere. 
Show (1) that the average length of the straight therein is 32r/9r; anld (2) that 
the average length of the arc of a great circle, which joins them, is 4r/7,. 

Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics in The Temple College. Phila- 
delphia, Pa. 

Let m, n be two random points on the same side of the great circle AHBK. 
Through M draw the great circle CHIK perpen- 
dicular to AHBK, and the small circle EMF 
parallel to AHBK. From M as a pole with a 
spherical radius equal to MN describe the arc 
RSN intersecting AHBK in R and S. 

Let are MNi=rO, HM-1rp, RI=HS=?r.j,,_ 
L RMNH- c/. 

Then sina sinosin(. .. (1). 
cosol=tanpcotO...(. (2). 
cosotcospcosp'. .... (3). 

Length of straight 2rsinY. 
An element of surface at M is 27rrcosprd9. 

If 0 is less than ir, for each position of M, N may be taken anywhere on the 
supplement of the arc RNVS, if p varies from 0 to 0. If 0 is greater than P;, 
while p varies fromn 0 to 7r-0, N can be taken on the same arc. The length of 
this arc is 2(7r- P)rsinO. For p from 0 to i,. and 0 from 0 to p, N can be taken 
anywhere on the circumference 27rrsinO. Then 

(1) --47r2r4fo 10 2rsiniO.2(7-,r-)rsinord9.27,rcos prd p 

+ fi2r f0 2rsiniO.2(7r- )rsinordo.27,rcosprdp 
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